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(ABSTRACT)

Aircraft Cruise Performance is examlned by using energy-state modelling to

investigate fuel-range·optimal trajectories. Chattering controls are considered

appropriate when the hodograph is non-convex.

Classical steady-state cruise, simple chattering-cruise and the extended

chattering-cruise models are studied as constrained parameter-optimization

problems. The term "extended chattering" refers to vehicle system modelling

extended to maintaln vertical equilibrium only on the average. Numerical

solution is obtained using a variable-metric gradient-proiection algorithm and

computational results are presented for three different aircraft.

This study shows that simple chattering cruise for certain specific energies can

result in substantial fuel savings over classical steady-state cruise. However

extended chattering cruise results in only marginal fuel savings when com-

pared to simple chattering cruise.
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NOMENCLATURE

a Velocity of Sound
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Aircraft performance optimization has been the subject of investigation for

many years. Because of rising fuel cost in the recent past, many researchers

have examined aircraft cruise performance in order to get some insight into

the nature of fuel·optimal trajectories [22,23,24,25,29]. Some of the recent

work in this area has shown that the classical steady—state cruise may not be

fuel optimal. Speyer [24] has shown that for a fairly general aircraft model

classi·caI-steady·state-cruise may not be optimal with respect to fuel economy.

In order to analyze performance of aircraft a mathematical model representing

aircraft dynamics is required. Aircraft performance studies have been made

using a variety of mathematical models [22]. These models range from very

simple to very complex in nature. Some of the models commonly used in

flight-path optimization are : point-mass model, intermediate model and en-

ergy model. The ’exact’ point-mass model gives very accurate results and its

solution, if obtained, can be regarded as an exact solution. By making the

I
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assumption that the flight-path angle variation with respect to time is small, a

model of Iesser complexity called the intermediate model is obtained. This

model has been examined in detail by Menon et. al. [19]. In this model the

flight-path angle becomes a control variable and thus the order of the problem

is reduced. Using energy-state-approxlmation [3,10,17,21] and the assumption

of lift equals weight the energy model can be obtained. This results in further

simplification in the modelling and in the order of the system. lnstantaneous

interchange of kinetic and potential energles is permitted in this model. .

Solution of the exact point-mass model presents many analytical and compu-

tational difficulties, because application of optimal-control theory to this model

results in a non-linear two-point-boundary—value problem with inequality con-

straints and an unstable system of differential equations. Problems formulated

using intermediate and energy models are relatively easier to solve by ana-

Iytical means or by numerical techniques. However solutions obtained from

these models are approximate.

Singular-perturbation [1,26] techniques can be used to arrive systematically

at a reduced—order model [11,12] starting from the exact point-mass model.

The intermediate and energy models can be obtained from the point-mass

model by an order·reduction process which makes use of time—scaIe sepa-

rations in aircraft dynamics [2]. This technique makes use of the fact that air-

craft dynamics can be separated into fast and slow modes; consequently some

of the states of the system vary at a faster rate than others. This approach is

2



useful because it can be used to extend the results obtained from a simple

model by correcting for fast transients, instead of solving a higher order

problem. Techniques of singular·perturbation were first applied to optimiza-

tion problems in flight mechanics by Kelley [11].

ln a recent series of papers the form of minimum·fuel fixed·range trajectories

has been discussed [6,7,9,22,29]. Dependlng on the model of aircraft dynam-

ics and method of analysis, it is possible to come to different conclusions. lf .

energy-state approximation is used to represent aircraft dynamics, the opti-

mization problem may not have a solution [7,29]. ln this case minimum fuel 1

consumption ls obtained by a trajectory which consists of three segments: a

powered climb, a relaxed-control cruise at constant specific energy and a

maximum-range glide. The second segment of the trajectory may not appear

for some boundary conditions. lf a more elaborate model of aircraft dynamics

involving flight-path angle as control variable is used the Maximum Principle

indicates that the cruise segment is classical steady-state cruise [22]. How-

ever, Speyer in another study has shown that the classical steady-state-cruise

is a singular arc which does not satisfy the generalized Legendre-Clebsch

condition and thus cannot be minimizing [24]. Speyer [25] shows this analysis

to be insufficient in that the steady state cruise does not satisfy the Jacobi

condition. Thus the existence of a fuel-optimal steady state cruise ls subject

to question.
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Energy state approximatlon was first used by Kaiser, Lush and Rutowski

[10,17,21] to study aircraft performance problems. Since then it has been a

popular model to examine aircraft performance because of its simplicity. The

present study also makes use of energy state approximatlon for modelling

aircraft dynamics. The classical energy model, which assumes lift equals

weight at all times, has been modified in this study to a model in which the

constraint lift-equals-weight is satisfied only on the average. This model is

called extended—energy-model in the present study, and corresponding cruise

performance extended-chattering cruise. The study based on classical energy

model is called simple·chattering cruise and the term chattering cruise has

been employed loosely to refer to either of these types of cruise.

Following chapters discuss the chattering cruise problem at length. Energy

modelling, order reduction and formulation of the problem are discussed in

chapter two. Chapter three describes in detail the simple·chattering cruise

and the extended-chattering cruise problems. ln this study the chattering

cruise problem is formulated as a parameter optimization problem and the

solution obtained using an accelerated gradient-projection method. Three

different aircraft models are examined computationally. The gradient

proiection method and numerical results for aircraft examined are given in

chapter four. Discussion of the results obtained and conclusions drawn from

this study are also presented in chapter four.

[ 4



Chapter 2. Order-Reduction and Problem

Formulation _

2.1 ovERvlEw

This chapter describes briefly the concept of energy modelling as applied to

flight mechanics problems. The point·mass model of aircraft using energy-

state-approximation is presented and the technique of singular perturbations

is applied to this model to arrive at a reduced order model of the problem.

The fuel-range-optimal cruise problem is then formulated using the reduced

order model of the aircraft.

2.2 ENERGY MGDELLING
[

The pioneering papers on energy-state approximatlon were by Kaiser, Lush

and Rutowski [10,17,21]. They regard the general aircraft performance prob-
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lem in terms of potential and kinetic energy and their sum. In the process the

drag dissipates energy which is replenished via fuel consumption. In this for-

mulation the specific energy, defined as the total energy per unit weight, is the

prime factor for consideration. The specific energy E ls defined as:

E E -äv2 + gn (2.1)

Here V is the velocity of aircraft, h is the altitude and g is the acceleration .
e

due to gravity. References [13,17] illustrate application of this concept to se-

veral aircraft performance problems.

2.3 AIRCRAFT EQUATIONS OF MOTION

For the point-mass aircraft model, the equations of motion using energy state

approximation can be written as:

h = V sin 7 (2.2)

. g (L +nTsina)cosu
7 = ————————- - cos7 (2.3)V (Wo " Wr)

E = (nT - D)V + 11TV( cosa -1) (2.4)(Wo " Wr)

_ gL sin (.1
X = ———————- (2.5)

(Wo " COS Y

X = V cos 7 cos X (2.6)
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y = Vcosy sin X (2.7)

W, = no (2-6)

These are the three-dimensional equations of motion for aircraft flight with

zero side force over flat earth. In these equatlons h ls the altitude, y the

flight path angle, E the speciflc energy, X the velocity heading angle, x and

y the northerly and easterly position components and W, is the fuel con-

sumed.

The velocity V may be interpreted as the quantity [2g(E — h)]% . L and D

denote the aerodynamic force components lift and drag respectively; W„ is

the initial weight of the aircraft, W, is the final weight of aircraft, T is the

maximum thrust and Q is the maximum fuel flow rate; both are functions of

altitude h and Mach number M, a is the angle-of-attack, p is the bank an-

gle and n is the throttle setting.

ln addition to the aircraft dynamical equations the system is subiected to a set

of inequality constraints:

ß, = (h — h,) 2 0 (2.9)

ß2 = (6 · gB(E — (7)) 2 0 (2-10)

ß3=(l7—M) 20 (2.11)
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[34 == (HW — CLqS) 2 0 (2.12)

[-35 = (ÜL(M) — CL) 2 0 (2.13)

where Ei, A7, (Ä , E are maximum allowable values of dynamlc pressure, Mach

number, lift coefficient and normal load·factor respectively.

This three—dimensional model of the aircraft can be simplified by the assump-

tion that the cruise is a two dimensional flight. In that case the bank angle u

is zero and the heading X is constant. Further simplifications result by as-

suming constant aircraft weight, small flight-path angle and thrust—along-the-

flight-path. lncorporating these assumptions, the point·mass model of aircraft

becomes:

h = V7 (2.14)

. _ 9
n

y — T/-(n -1) (2.15)

. (1)T — D)VE = ————— 2.16Wo ( l

X = V (2.17)

w = nQ (2.18)

•
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In this model number of state equations describlng the system dynamics Is

reduced by two and so is the order of the system. In eq. (2.15) ’n’ is the load

factor which is defined as the ratio of lift force L to aircraft weight W.

With the aircraft model thus slmplified the flight-path optimization problem is

to find an optimal control which minimizes a given cost function, which, for the

cruise problem, ls the integral of the fuel-flow rate. This can be stated as fol-

Iows:

Choose controls C,_ (or a) and n so as to transfer the system from a given

Initial state (h,,y,,E,,x,) to a given final state (h,,y,,E,, x,) while mini-

mizing the fuel consumption.

One approach to solve this problem Is to form a variational Hamiltonian and
I apply the Minimum Principle [4,16]. This results in a non linear two-point-

boundary—vaIue problem involving a system of ten coupled nonlinear differen-

tial equatlons. The two-point-boundary-value problem can be solved

numerically by large-memory high-speed computers using sophisticated soft-

ware packages such as OPTSOL [28]. However the known methods of solution

are iterative and generally require large computation times due to the large

number of traiectory Integrations required. Moreover, the results obtained are

restricted to a particular set of end conditions for a specified aircraft model.
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Experience in actual flight, as well as comparison between various solutions

in the analysis of the optimal control problems often shows that the improve-

ment in performance is minimal when the exact optimal traiectory is compared

with a suboptimal one obtained by a simple analysis. A simple analysis, if

properly carried out, has the added advantage that the solution obtained is

close to the optimal solution and hence can be used as a first-guess solution

in an iterative procedure.

A simple analysis for a complex problem can be obtained in various ways de-

pending on the physical characterstics of the problem, but the ultimate aim is

always to simplify the model. The aircraft model described earlier can be

simplified by reduced order-modelling which takes advantage of the time scale

separatlon in aircraft dynamics [2].

2.4 REDUCED-GRDER MODELLING

The method of reduced·order modelling [11,12] is often used for solving air-

craft optlmization problems. ln this approach the original problem is sepa-

, rated into two or more lower—order problems on different time scales. The

concept of multiple time scales in aircraft dynamics described by Ashley [2] is

based on the observation that certain ’fast’ variables in the aircraft equations

of motion change more rapidly than other ’sIow’ variables. Reduced-order

models ignore the fast dynamics of the system, making it amenable to simpler

methods of analysis and solutions. The results obtained from such models are

10



of course approximate and are called reduced-order solutions. lf the fast dy-

namics do not have a significant effect on the system behaviour, the reduced-

order solution closely follows the exact solution, except in the neighborhood

of the end points.

Using the technique of Singular Perturbations [1,26] one can obtain ’outer’ and

’inner' solutions to the problem. The solution obtained from the reduced order

model is called the outer solution, while the solution obtained from the model

which accounts approximately for the fast dynamics is called the inner sol-

ution. The inner, or boundary-layer solution gives a good representation of

the fast dynamics near the end points and satlsfies the boundary conditions

of the original system. The inner and outer solutions may be combined into a

composite solution by using the method of matched asymptotic expansions

[13,27]. ln aircraft performance optimization problems, zeroth—order solutions

are commonly used; however higher-order solutions may be obtained.

Aircraft motion described by the above model can be separated into three time

scales, i.e. the states of this aircraft model can be grouped into three catego-

ries: fast, intermediate and slow. Specific energy E is slow as compared to

h and y but fast as compared to W, and x. Therefore h and ·y are fast

variables, E is an intermediate variable and W, and x are slow variables.

For order-reduction, interpolation parameters 6* , 63 and 63 are introduced

such that 63 —> 0 faster than 63 —> 0 and 63 —> 0 faster than 6* . The faster

11



sublayers involve 62 and 62 while the intermediate boundary layer involves

6*. With these interpolation parameters the equations (2.14) to (2.18) can

be written as:

2 · _
6 h — V7 (2.19)

627 = gi-(n - 1) g (2.20)

1 · (NT ' DWE = ———-——· 2.216 Wo ( >

X = V (2.22)

W'; = nQ ~ (2.23)

With 6*, 62 and 62 set to unity, the original point·mass model is recovered.

lnvoking order reduction one sets 6s to zero, exagerating the relative rates

of change of the state variables of the system. The equations involving rates

of fast variables become algebraic constraints and under favorable circum-

stances can be solved for certain fast state variables and/or control variables.

In the reduced-order model the fast states become control·like and change

discontinuously or
’iump’

as necessary to meet boundary conditions. This

feature is typical of singular perturbations; the fast dynamics translate into a

iump in the outer solution so that the boundary condition may be satisfied.

As a result the outer solution seldom gives accurate result near the end points.

12



2.5 THE FUEL·RANGE DYNAMICS MODEL

* An aircraft model represented by equatlons (2.19) to (2.23) represents sys-

tem dynamics with time as independent variable and is suitable for studying

aircraft performance. For fuel-range problems, however, range is a more ap-

propriate choice as independent variable, especially for time open problems.

Combining equation (2.22) with equatlons (2.19) to (2.23) and using the

chain rule for derivatives, the aircraft model with range as independent vari-

able can be obtained as:

3 [ __
6 h - 7 (2.24)

éw = %(n - 1) (2.25)
V

1 (UT "‘ D)E' = ————— 2.266 Wo ( i
” Q’ = —— 2. 7Wr il V ( 2 )

ln the above equatlons
(’) denotes derivative with respect to the range variable

x.

For fuel-range studies depending upon the extent of order reduction by choice

of appropriate 8'S and suitably choosing state and control variables, fuel-range

13



optimization problems of varying complexity can be formulated. Chapter three

examines some of these problems and nature of their general solutions.
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Chapter 3. Aircraft Cruise Models

3.1 OVERVIEW

The fuel-range aircraft dynamics model developed in the previous chapter is

examined to formulate aircraft cruise problems of varying degrees of com-

plexity depending upon the extent of order reduction. A brief overview of the

investigation of similar problems by other researchers is presented next. This

leads to the notion of 'Chattering Cruise', which is then described in more

detail. Using the aircraft dynamics model and order·reduction technique de-

scribed earlier the classical steady-state·cruise, simple chattering-cruise and

extended-chattering—cruise problems are formulated.

3.2 AIRCRAFT CRUISE STUDIES

Aircraft models similar to those given by equations (2.14) to (2.18) have been

investigated by many researchers for use in optimal aircraft cruise studies.

15



Bryson et. al. [3] have studled ’maximum range on a given amount of fuel’ for

the case of fixed throttle using energy state equations. Solution is obtalned

using the Euler—Lagrange equations and applying the Minimum Principle, as

this procedure in this case Ieads to a rather simple two-point-boundary-vaIue-

problem. This study indicated that the optimal traiectory for maximum-range

on a given amount of fuel consists of a combination of full-throttle climb and

‘ maximum-range glide.

Zagalsky et. al. [29] have shown that for energy-state modelling a relaxed or

”chattering" control can produce performance better than steady state. This

study examines various forms of equations of motion and the solutions ob-

tained by using basic optimization principles. Results of this study show that

the minimum principle does not always result in best aircraft performance be-

cause, with some sets of aircraft equations of motion, the velocity set is non-

convex and a relaxed controller ls appropriate.

Gilbert [6] using periodic optimal control and a simple vehicle model found

that tlme—dependent control may increase the specific-range. In another study

Gilbert and Parsons [7] examined the optimal aircraft cruise problem using

chattering control and energy state equations. Results of this investigation

show that the relaxed cruise mentioned by Zagalsky et. al. [29] is a relaxed

steady state optimum. Using an ideallzed aircraft model and the F - 4 air-

cralt as an example, the study shows that chattering motion reduces fuel con-

sumption in cruise.

16



Proceeding along the lines of Gilbert and Parsons, Houlihan et. al [8,9] have

confirmed that "Chattering Cruise" (relaxed steady·state cruise) results in

lower fuel consumption than the classical steady·state cruise. A simple ideal·

ized aircraft model is examined in this study and analytical results are pre-

, sented for the simple model. Numerical results for three different aircraft are

also presented. The numerlcal results are obtained by drawing the hodograph ,

figure (velocity set) for each aircraft at different specific energies.

3.3 CRUISE MODELS

Starting from the fuel-range dynamics model described by equations (2.24) to

(2.27), with various choice of 6 ’s, different aircraft cruise models can be

obtained. These models in order of increasing complexity are described next

as all of these models have been examined in this study for comparision of

results.
'

3.4 STEADY STATE CRUISE MODELS

In the fuel-range model developed in previous chapter if we choose 6* , 62

and 62 equal to zero, the first three equations become constraints and can be

solved for some of the variables appearing. The first constraint sets flight—path

angle y equal to zero, From second constraint one gets load factor as unity,

i.e., during the entire flight, lift force is always equal to weight. The third con-

17



straint implies that the flight takes place with the thrust equal to the drag. This

model therefore represents classical steady-state cruise.

In the light of parameter optimization this problem can be stated as: "choose

a set of controls h and n to minimize the fuel spent per mile" or mathemat-
1

lcally it can be written as: Minimize

I ,, Q
—

. W [ T] V
(3.1)

Subject to the constraint
(nT ·· D)

E' = = 0 3.2

0 S 1} S 1 (3.3)

3.5 CHA'I'TERlNG CRUISE MODEL

To explain relaxed steady-state cruise as described in some of the studies re-

ferred to, it is desirable to examine the hodograph figure for a typlcal aircraft.

Figure 1 depicts such a figure. In this figure the portion labelled
’a’ corre-

sponds to gliding flight, i.e. flight with zero throttle setting. The portion
’b’ of

the hodograph is the locus of points as n varies from zero to one. Thus the

point D on the figure corresponds to full throttle setting. Part of the boundary

labelled ’c’ consists of the full throttle locus with altitude varying from envel-

ope to loft ceiling. The rest of the boundary corresponds to flight at the loft

ceiling at various throttle settings.

18



For application of optimal control theory the significant feature of this velocity

set is that it is non·convex. In the absence of convexity the optimal control

may not exist. To circumvent the problem arising from the non—convexity it is

necessary to extend the notion of admissible control to allow chattering con-

trols [18]. This means that to the hodograph of Figure 1 one adds points to

obtain the smallest convex set that contains the original set.

For the case when E(0) = E(x,) it can be inferred that controls which make

E' equal to zero satisfy the boundary conditions. From Figure 1 it can be seen

that the point B corresponds to a lower fuel consumption than the point A ,

which corresponds to classical steady-state cruise. Thus chattering control is

optimal. The chattering control can be approximated by a real control which

switches between points C and D very often with time at each point appor—

tioned so as to achieve E' = 0 on the average.

Based on this relaxed model of aircraft cruise one can formulate the cruise

problem in terms of the fuel·range dynamics model. Setting 63 and 63 equal

to zero one infers as in the case of steady-state cruise, that flight-path angle

is zero and that the lift is always equal to the weight. However the constraint

on E' is satisfied only on the average, as described above in the concept of

chattering cruise. In this case the optimal control problem can be stated as:

Choose controls h, ,1],, h2 ,11,,6, and oz to minimize the the fuel con-

sumption per mile while satisfying the constraint E' = 0. This represents a

19



parameter optimization problem with six variables. ln mathematical form it

can be written as:

Minimize

Q1 Q2
W’=011——+01*1-—· (3.4)r 1 1 V1 2 2 V2

Subject to the constraints _

('*l1T1 ’ D1) (Tl2T2 “ D2)E'=0————————+0-————=0 (3.5)1 Wo 2 Wo

0 S 02 S 1 (3.6)

0 S 11, S 1 (3.7)

0 S 112 S 1 (3.8)

In the equations above, subscripts 1 and 2 correspond to the two operating

_ points as shown in Figure 1. 0, and 02 correspond to the fraction of time

spent at each of the operating points respectiveiy. lt is required that

0, + 02 = 1 (3.9)

T is the maximum thrust and D the vehicle drag given by D = qSCD , where

CD = CDO + CDCLCE (3.10)

20



and C,_ is computed from L = W, 11 is the throttle setting and Q the maxi-

mum fuel-flow rate. Also 11, = 0 and 11, = 1 , l.e_point 1 corresponds to

zero-throttle or gliding flight and point 2 corresponds to full-throttle flight. This

follows from the discussion in the earlier section on chattering cruise. With

these substitutions in the system of equations the number of variables is re-

duced by three, resulting in an optimization problem with only three variables.

The chattering-cruise model therefore can be written as:

Q
V2

Subject to the constraints

( — D1) (T2 — D2)E'=(1-o)————+o————-=0 (3.12)

0 S 0*2 S 1 (3.13)

Houlihan et. al. have examined the same model of aircraft dynamics; however

the solution to the problem was obtained graphically by drawing the

hodograph figure for each value of specific energy and visually identifying the

operating points 1 and 2, and the the corresponding operating altitudes. De-

tails of the procedure are given in Ref [8].

The model of chattering cruise as described by the above set of equations is

called Simple Chatterlng Cruise to differentiate it from a "further·relaxed"

chattering cruise model called the Extended Chattering Cruise model. This

model is described in detail in the next section.
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3.6 EXTENDED CHATTERING CRUISE MODEL

In chattering cruise described earlier the altitudes h, and h2 are selected to-

gether with a time—sharing parameter, o , to minlmize the fuel consumed per

mile while satisfying the constraint that
E’=

0. This model was obtained by

setting 6* equal to unity and 63, 63 equal to zero. However if 63 is also set

equal to unity in addition to 6* while keeping 63 set at zero, an additional

freedom in the model is obtained in the form that the load factor now need not

be unity during the entire flight. In a manner similar to simple chattering the

constraint on y' can now also be satisfied on the average.

Simple chattering cruise described earlier assumes only two operating points

and the control chatters between these two points to satisfy the constraint on

E' . With the additional freedom gained in the dynamic model by varying load

factor, the hodograph figure now becomes three-dimensional. It is therefore

a possibility that more fuel can be saved by allowing time—sharing between

more than two points. In the most general case three operating points are

possible and time—sharing parameters o's are chosen to satisfy constraints

on E' and y' . This was pointed out by Dr. Harold L. Stalford of VPl&SU

Aerospace Engineering Department. In this study the extended-chattering

problem with two operating points as well as with three operating points is

considered. Depending upon the points of operation these studies have been

called 2D-extended chattering or 3D·extended chattering.
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3.7 2D-EXTENDED CHATTERING

ln 2D-Extended·Chattering, in addition to altitude and the time-sharing pa-

rameter the load factor is also allowed to vary at each operating point. As a

result the flight is in no longer vertical equ-ilibrlum. However the altitudes,

load factors and time sharing parameter between the two operating points are

chosen in such a way that the average load factor over the flight is unity and

the average change in energy ls zero. ·

The optimal control problem in this case can be stated as:

Choose a set of controls (h,, hz, n,, nz, 11,, Tlz, 0,, oz) so as to minimize

the fuel consumed per mile while satisfying the constraints E' = 0, and

y' = 0 . Mathematically this can be written as:

Minimize

, Q OWr = °1"l1"V% + °21l2T/ä (3-14)
Subiect to the constraints

! g _ g __ 1y = 6,-;-(n, 1) + oz-;-(nz 1) — 0 (3.15)
V1 V2

, _ (Tl1T1 " D1) (1127-2 T D2) _
E " U1 Wo

'1" U2
Wo "'00

s oz s 1 (3.17)
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ln the above equations subscrlpts 1 and 2 refer to two operating points. T, Q,

n and o are as in the simple chatterlng problem, n is the load factor and D

now represents vehicle drag at the load factor n .

The constraints (3.18) and (3.19) on load factors are practical constraints

which come from the condition that y' be zero on the average, and from the

facts that the point 2 corresponds to full throttle flight and point 1 corresponds

to zero throttle and a sustained flight with zero throttle and load factor greater

than one is not feasible. With n, = O and nz = 1 the above system of

equations for 2D-extended-chatterng can be written as:

Minimize

Q
V2

Subject to the constraints

„ _ _ 9 _ 9 _ ..Y 0

‘ D1) (T2 “ D2)
E'=(1—o‘)--+0--———=0 (3.22)

0 s cz s 1 (3.23)
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H1 S13.8

3D-EXTENDED CHATTERING

Three-dlmensional extended chattering is a further extension of the two—point

chattering problem. Conceptually in this case the three—dimensional

hodograph figure is examined for any non-convexity. As compared to two-

dlmensional extended chattering, control is allowed to chatter between three

operating points. At each of the operating points a suitable combination of

altitude, load factor and the time-sharing parameter is obtained in order to

satisfy the constralnts on energy rate and the flight-path angle. In contrast to

two-dlmensional extended chattering, for three—dimensional extended chatter-

ing it ls not possible to pre-select the throttle settings, and therefore throttle

setting becomes another parameter in addition to altitude, load factor and

time-sharing parameter to be selected at each operating point. The optimiza-

tion problem is in this case therefore of much higher dimension. Extending .

further the two-dlmensional extended chattering model the three point chat-

tering can be mathematically written as:

Minimize

Q1 Q2 Q3W’=o‘11-+011--+611-— (3.26)r 1 1 V1 2 2 V2 3 3 V3
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Subject to the constraints

y' = 01-%-(n1 — 1) + 02-g;(n2 — 1) + 03-%-(n3 - 1) = 0 (3.27)
V1 V2 Va

E· 6 (3.281
Ö1 200

S 02 S 1 (3.30)

0 S 03 S 1 (3.31)

0 S 11, S 1 (3.32)

0 S 112 S 1 (3.33)

0 S ns S 1 (3.34)

Here subscripts 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the three operating points. The three

time—sharing parameters in this case are related by

Ö1 + U2 + G3 =

1Notethat only two of the 0 parameters are independent.

These cruise models are examined in this study numerically using data for

three aircraft. The solution is obtained using a variable metric gradient-

projection parameter optimization program. Chapter four discusses numerical
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results obtained for the aircraft examined and the numerical solution tech-

nique.
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Chapter 4. Numerical Solution of the Cruise

~ Problem

4.1 0vERvlEw

The technique of gradient projection for minimizing a function subject to con-

straints is described in brief. This technique has been used to arrive at the

numerical solution to aircraft cruise problems developed in chapter three. ln-

terpretation of the results in the form of discussion is presented next. Finally

a summary of results in the form of conclusions ls provided.

4.2 OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE

Optimization is concerned with methods of findlng the least values (minima)

or the greatest values (maxima) of a function, called the objective function, of

one or more independent variables. In most optimization problems the sol-
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ution must satisfy certain restrictions on the model describing the physical

system while maximizing or minimizing the obiective or cost function. Prob-

lems of this type are termed constrained optimization problems. The con-

straints on the physical system which are described in terms of mathematical

equations can be of equality type or inequality type.

There are a variety of methods available for minimizing an objective function
1

of several independent variables. Generally such methods are iterative in

nature. An important class of methods for solving nonlinearly constrained

optimization problems is that of gradient methods [20]. Some of these meth-

ods require evaluation of first and second partial derivatives of the cost func-

tion and constraints. Often the evaluation of these derivatives for a problem

of reasonable complexity is quite difficult and expensive and hence techniques

are sought which do not require explicit evaluation of second parlials without

sacrificing the improved terminal convergence possible with second-order

methods. The scheme adopted is the variable-metric gradient method for

findlng an unconstrained minimum [15]. This method employs a metric which

is adjusted during the iterations and, as the metric approaches its limit, the

convergence to the minimum becomes quadratic.

Constraints on the objective function can be handled in many ways. One ap-

proach for handling constraints involves augmenting the oblective function

with penalty terms which measure the constraint violatlons. Another approach

deals with "hard" constraints and employs gradient-projection technique. This
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approach works especially well when the constraints are linear or nearly lin-

ear. Constraint non linearities make projection computations difficult and

Iengthy, however several recent refinements in prolection algorithms have led

to successful use of this method for non linear constraints.

References [5,14] discuss some of these developments and their implementa-

tion for numerical computations. The variable-metric proiection treatment of —

multiple inequality constraints ls described in these papers.

A computer code based on variable-metrlc gradient-projection with some of

the refinements described above is available for solving parameter optimiza-

tion problems. Reference [15] outlines the use of this computer code. An up-

dated version was employedin the computations to be described.

4.3 SOLUTION OF CRUISE PROBLEM

Three different types of aircraft have been examined for cruise performance in

this study. These aircraft belong to the categories of Fighter-Interceptor (F-4E),

a Supercruiser (SCR) and a Remotely Piloted Vehicle (RPV). Thrust, fuel-flow

rate, aerodynamic and other pertinent data for these aircraft are given in Ap-

pendix A. For simulating the flight of these aircraft in the atmosphere a suit-

able mathematical model of atmosphere is required. Details of the

atmospheric modelling used in this study are also given in Appendix A.
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Steady-State Cruise. The gradient proiection method was applied to the

steady-state cruise model described by equations (3.1) to (3.3) for three air-

craft, for various values of specific energy. This problem involves only two

variables, the operational altitude h, and the throttle setting n . Tables 1, 2

and 3 present results obtained from this exerclse. The fuel consumption per

mile which is computed from the values of optimum altitude and throttle set-

ting at each specific energy is also given in these tables. Figures 1 to 6 pres-

ent these results graphically.

Simple Chatterlng Cruise. The simple chattering cruise model is given by

equations (3.11) to (3.13) in chapter three. This problem involves three

variables, the two altitudes h, , h, at each of the operating points and a

time-sharing parameter 0. The optimal values of these parameters are ob-

tained by using the gradient-projection code for the three aircraft at different

specific energies. The numerical results are presented in Tables 4, 5 and 6.

The fuel-flow rate per mile is also given for each specific energy. The chat-

tering altitudes and the fuel flow rates are presented graphically in figures 7

to 12.

2D-Extended Chattering. The two-dimensional extended chattering problem

as given by equations (3.20) to (3.25) involves five variables. Optimal value

of these variables are obtained by using the optimization technique described

earlier, for the three sets of aircraft data at various values of specific energies.
( The results obtained are tabulated in Tables 7, 8 and 9 along with the fuel flow
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rate per mile. Figures 13 to 22 represent the chattering altitudes, load factors

and the fuel consumption for these cases graphically.

3D-Extended Chatterlng. The three-dimensional extended chattering problem,

as described by equation set (3.27) to (3.34), poses a problem which requires

an optimal selection of eleven variables to minimize the cost function and sat-

isfy all the constraints on the system. This problem requires a considerable

computational effort. Tables 10,11 an°d 12 present results of numerical com-

putations for this problem.

4.4 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Simple Chatterlng vs Steady State Cruise: Figures 26, 28, 30 depict graph-

ically the fuel consumption for F-4E, Remotely-Piloted- Vehicle (RPV) and

Supercruiser (SCR) Aircraft in steady-state cruise and simple-chattering

cruise. It can be easily seen that at lower specific energies there is a consid-

erable savings in fuel spent per mile. With increase in specific energy savings

in fuel decrease and the steady-state-cruise value is approached. In case of

the F-4E maximum fuel savings occur at the specific energy of about 15 Kft.

For specific energy below this level the chattering altitude h, is limited by the

terrain constraint (sea level assumed) which results in a lower fuel saving. For

F-4E the maximum saving occurs at the specific energy of 15 Kft. and is about

20 percent. At the specific energy of 50 Kft. it reduces to about 2.3 percent.

At the best choice for cruise energy 40Kft. with time open it is about 5 percent.
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For the RPV the results are similar to those for the F-4E. The maximum

savings in fuel occurs at lower specific energies and decreases with increase

in specific energy. At specific energy of 15 Kft. simple chattering cruise results

in a saving of about 22 percent; however, this saving decreases rapidly to 10

percent at 35 Kft. and to 5.5 percent at 55 Kft.

Results for the Supercrulser are also qualitatively similar to F-4E results.

Maximum savings for supercruiser occurs at specific energy of 15 Kft. and is

about 27 percent. This saving decreases rapidly with increase in specific en-

ergy to less than 1.0 percent at 35 Kft.

These results are in good qualitative agreement with the results obtained by

Houlihan [8] where the same problem is solved by drawing the hodograph

figure for each aircraft at different specific energies and visually identifying the

operating points for the chattering cruise. However, somewhat different

behaviour is observed regarding fuel consumption at higher specific energies.

ln contrast to the result obtained by Houlihan that there is no improvement in

fuel economy at higher specific energies ( above 40Kft. for F-4E) the results

of the present study show that there is some improvement in fuel economy by

using chattering cruise even at higher specific energies. This may be due to

the fact that present method of numerical solution which uses gradient-

proiection gives more accurate results. The results of [8] tend to be inaccurate

for higher specific energies as the two operating points for chattering cruise

are very close to each other and may not be easily identifiable. However, for
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low specific energies the operating points are quite distinct and can be deter-

mined with relatively higher precision.

l Slmple Chattering vs Extended Chattering Crulse: Results of extended chat-

tering cruise for all the aircraft studied lndicate that the operating altitudes in

the 2D and 3D-Extended Chattering are identical to the operating altitudes in

Simple Chattering within the limits of numerical accuracy of the computations.

The additional freedom in operation in extended chattering is the load factor,

which is observed to be significantly different from unity at lower values of

specific energy for two of the three aircraft studied but quickly converges to-

wards unity at intermediate energy levels, and then remains constant at unity.

Therefore Extended Chattering Cruise solution for higher specific energies

converge to the Simple Chattering Cruise solutions. It is also observed that

the 3D-Extended Chattering is in principal the same as 2D-Extended Chatter-

ing, as the results of computation of 3D-Extended Chattering show two oper-

ating points out of three to be identical. This can be observed from Tables 10,

11 and 12, which present 3D-Extended Chattering Cruise solutions for the

three aircraft. Hence it can be inferred that 2D and 3D-Extended Chattering

are identical. Small differences between the fuel-cosumption for the 2D and

3D-Extended Chattering at some specific energies are due to the different nu- »

merical tolerances imposed on the constraints in 3D-Extended Chattering to

obtain a converged solution from the optimization algorithm.
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Numerical results of Simple Chattering, 2D-Extended Chattering and

3D·Extended Chattering Cruise are presented graphically in figures 27, 29 and

31 for F-4E, RPV and Supercruiser Aircraft respectively.

F-4E Table 13 and Figure 27 shows a comparison of fuel-flow rates for Simple

Chattering, 2D-Extended Chattering and 3D-Extended Chattering Cruise. As

can be seen from this figure for this aircraft all three types of chattering cruise

result in ldentical fuel consumptlon. As a result there is nothing to be gained

in terms of fuel savings by using extended chattering cruise.

RPV Results of Simple chattering and extended chattering for this aircraft are

presented in Table 14 and Figure 29. Conclusions similar to F-4E can also be

drawn for this aircraft based upon Figure 27, however a closer look at the table

reveals that extended chattering does result in a marginal fuel saving over

simple chattering cruise. For example at 15 Kft an additional saving of 0.23

percent which decreases to 0.15 percent at 35 Kft and disappears there after.

SCR Results for Supercruiser are, similar to those of RPV, are presented in

Table 15 and in Figure 31.
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4.5 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the discussion in previous section following conclusions can be

drawn in general from the present study.

Significant improvement in the aircraft cruise performance by using chattering

controls is possible in the case of Simple Chattering Cruise only. At lower

specific energies the improvement uis substantial; for higher specific energies

the amount of fuel saved is relatively small but is not negligibe. Consequently

it can be concluded that Simple Chattering Cruise does result in improved

cruise performance

Improvement in aircraft performance using Extended Chattering Cruise is

marginal as compared to Simple Chattering Cruise at low specific energies.

At higher specific energies the marginal improvement at lower specific ener-

gies also disappears.

Three-dimensional extended chattering cruise is identical to two-point ex-

tended chattering cruise in the numerical results obtained.
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Appendix A

A.1 Description of Aircraft

F-4E: The thrust and fuel-flow rate data for this aircraft was furnished by USAF

Headquarters for the studies of Ref.[11]. The aerodynamic data was taken

from Bryson, Desai and Hoffman [3], an early F-4 configuration. The aircraft

weight was taken as 35,000 lb and the wing area as 530 square feet. The

aerodynamic, thrust and fuel-flow data are listed in tables A1, A2 and A3.

RPV: Thrust and the aerodynamic data for the turbojet remotely-piloted-vehicle

was obtained from Ames - NASA. The weight of the vehicle was taken to be

5425 lb and the wing area 123.5 square feet. The aerodynamic and the thrust

data for this aircraft are listed in tables A4 and A5. The fuel-flow rate was

computed assuming a specific fuel consumption of 0.6(1 + M) per hour.
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Supercrulser: The aerodynamic and thrust data for the ”Supercruiser" study

configuration was also supplied by Ames - NASA. The data is listed in tables

A6 and A7. The weight of the supercruiser was taken as 37,700 lb and the wing

area 667.0 square feet. The fuel flow rate was computed in the same manner

as described above for RPV.
l

A.2 Modelling

Atmosphere: Air density ( slugs/ft°) and sonic velocity ( ft/sec) are supplied in

tabular form as a function of altitude. The sonic veocity and the natural loga-

rithm of air density are interpolated as cubic-spline function of altitude. The

acceleration due to gravity is a specified constant.

Aerodynamlcs: The aircraft drag coefficient CD ls computed as a parabolic

function of lift coefficient CL with parameters CDU and CDUU , both of which are

supplied in tabular form as functions of Mach number. CDU and CDUU are in-

terpolated as cubic-spline function of Mach number. The aircraft weight (lbs)

and the aerodynamic reference area are specified constants.

Propulslonz Maximum Thrust and Maximum fuel flow rate data is available as

a function of Mach number and Altitude for F·4E aircraft. For the RPV and the

Supercruiser only the maximum thrust data is available as a function of Alti-

tude and Mach number. The maximum fuel—flow rate for the two aircraft is

computed using a specific fuel consumption of 0.6(1 + M) per hour as de-
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scribed earlier. The interpolation between (h,M) points is done by using

cubic-spline lattices. ln this modelling the thrust is assumed to be directly

proportional to fuel-flow rate with the constant of proportionality being the

throttle setting 11 .
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Aerodynamlc Data fcr F-4E

M Cpu M CDC!

-0.40 0.0130 -0.40 0.157

0.00 0.0130 0.00 0.157

0.20 l 0.0130 ° 0.20 0.157

0.40 0.0130 0.40 0.157

0.60 0.0130 0.60 0.157

0.80 0.0130 0.80 0.157

0.90 0.0140 0.90 0.209

1.00 0.0310 1.00 0.178

1 .20 0.0410 1 .20 0.227

1 .40 0.0390 1 .40 0.296

1 .60 0.0360 1.60 0.325

1.80 0.0350 1.80 0.381

2.00 0.0350 2.00 0.477

2.40 0.0350 2.40 0.930

2.80 0.0350 2.80 1.860
3.20 0.0350

1
3.20 2.320

TABLE A1
”
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Aarcdynamlc Data for RPV

M C„°· M
4 C„cz

-0.20 0.0180 -0.20 0.2500

0.00 0.0175 0.00 0.2500

0.30 0.0168 0.30 0.2457

0.60 0.0153 0.60 0.2421

0.80 0.0146 0.70 0.2283

0.90 0.0143 0.80 0.2028

0.95 0.0160 0.90 0.2326

1 .00 0.0325 1.00 0.2532
„ 1.05 0.0332 1.10 0.2421

1 .10 0.0336 1 .20 0.2358

1 .20 0.0348 1 .30
N

0.2500

1.40 0.0350 1.60 0.4149

1 .60 0.0339 1 .80 0.4808

2.00 0.0292 2.00 0.5291

2.20 0.0275 2.20 0.5714

TABLE A4
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Aarodynamlc Data for SCR

M Cpu M Cpuu

0.00 0.0198 0.00 0.2299

0.20 0.0198 . 0.20 ~ 0.2299

0.40 0.0186 0.40 0.2252

0.80 0.0185 0.80 0.2032

0.90 0.0196 0.90 0.1949

1.00 0.0537 1.00 0.1912

1.10 0.0537 1.10 0.1808

1 .20 0.0536 1.20 0.1733

1.60 0.0463 1.60 0.3584

2.00 0.0441 2.00 0.3185

2.50 0.0441 2.50 0.3185

3.00 0.0441 3.00 0.3185

TABLE A6
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FIGURE I : Convcx Hull (Hodograph) for a typical aircrafl.
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FIGURE 2 : Variation ofaltitude h with Specific Energy E.
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FIGURE 3: Variation of 11 with Specific Energy E.
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FIGURE 4: Variation of W', with Specific Energy E.
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FIGURE 5 : Variation of altitudc h with Spccific Encrgy E.
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FIGURE 6: Variation of 11 with Specific Energy E.
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FIGURE 7 : Variation of' W', with Specific Energy E.
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FIGURE 8 : Variation of altitude h with Specific Energy E.
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FIGURE 9: Variation of 11 with Specific Energy E.
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I-'IGURE 10 : Variation of W', with Spcciüc Encrgy E.
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FIGURE ll : Variation of chattcring altitudcs with Spccific Encrgy E.
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FIGURE I2: Variation of W', with Specific Energy E.
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FIGURE I3 : Variation of chattering altitudes with Specific [Energy [E.
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FIGURE I4: Variation of W', with Spcciüc Encrgy E.
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FIGURE I5 : Variation of chattering altitudcs with Specific Energy E.
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_ FIGURE I6: Variation of W', with Specific Energy E.
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FIGURE I7 : Variation of chattcring altitudcs with Spcciüc Energy E.
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2D·EXTENDED CHATTERING CRUISE
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FIGURE I8 : Variation of load factor 'n’ with Spccilic Encrgy E.
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FIGURE 19 : Variation of W', with Specific Energy E.
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FIGURE 20 : Variation of" chattcring altitudcs with Specific Energy E.
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FIGURE 21 : Variation of load factors 'n' with Spcciüc Encrgy E.
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FIGURE 22 : Variation of W', with Specific Energy E.
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FIGURE 23 : Variation of' chattcring altitudes with Specific Energy E.
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FIGURE 24 : Variation of load factors 'n’ with Spccilic Encrgy E.
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FIGURE 25 : Variation of W', with Spcciüc Encrgy E.
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FIGURE 26: Fuel Flow Rates in Steady State Cruise
and Simple Chattering Cruise
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FIGURE 27: Fuel Flow Rates in Simple Chattering, 2D·Extended
Chattcring and 3D Extended Chattering Cruise.
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FIGURE 28: Fuel Flow Rates in Stcady State Cruise
and Simple Chattering Cruise
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FIGURE 29: Fuel Flow Rates in Simple Chattering, 2D-Extended
Chattcring and 3D Extended Chattcring Cruise.
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FIGURE 30: Fuel Flow Rates in Steady State Cruise
and Simple Chattcring Cruise
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FIGURE 3l: Fuel Flew Rates in Simple Chattering, ZD-Extended
Chattcring and 3D Extended Chattering Cruise.
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